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21
MSUs available for common storage

941 m³
Total cargo received for storage

6,039 m³
Total cargo stored

6,817 m³
By Hi-Atlas with 704 trucks

24
Organisations supported with storage

5
Logistics Hubs

- Coordination
- Information Management
- Storage Hub
- MSU

LOGISTICS & ENGINEERING HUB

COX’S BAZAR

BALUKHALI HUB

UNCHI PRANG LOGISTICS HUB

TEKNAF LOGISTICS HUB

ORGANISATIONS SUPPORTED WITH STORAGE

ACTION AGAINST HUNGER ANANDO BANGLADESH RED CRESCENT SOCIETY CONCERN WORLDWIDE DANCHURCHAID FOOD FOR THE HUNGRY GOVERNMENT OF BANGLADESH HANDICAP INTERNATIONAL INTERCHURCH ORGANISATION FOR DEVELOPMENT CO-OPERATION INTERNATIONAL FEDERATION OF RED CROSS AND RED CRESCENT SOCIETIES INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION FOR MIGRATION INTERNATIONAL RESCUE COMMITTEE MÉDECINS SANS FRONTIÈRES BELGOQUE MIGRANT OFFSHORE AID STATION OXFAM UK PLAN INTERNATIONAL RELIEF INTERNATIONAL RESEARCH, TRAINING AND MANAGEMENT INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY FOR HEALTH EXTENSION AND DEVELOPMENT SOLIDARITES INTERNATIONAL UNITED NATIONS CHILDREN'S FUND UNITED NATIONS WORLD FOOD PROGRAMME WORLD CONCERN WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION

Storage by sector

- Food Security: 13%
- General Programme: 15%
- Education: 12%
- Health: 10%
- WASH: 27%
- 2% General Operations
- 1% Other

Storage by organisation type

- 51% UN Agencies
- 27% Red Cross/Crescent
- 18% INGOs
- 2% NGOs
- 2% Government
- 2% Other

19
Organisations attended

1
Meetings held
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Information represented in this document is based on the most accurate data currently available from the Field Logistics Sector staff supporting the emergency response operation. It may be revised or updated as new, or more complete data becomes available.